1. Hitherto there have been considered [e.g., 1956, 1961 ] 2 infrapolynomials with some prescribed coefficients, that is to say, with prescribed values of certain derivatives at the point z = 0. We now generalize this concept by prescribing values of the polynomial and of certain of its derivatives at given points zit z2, ■ --, Zk, and study the geometric location of its zeros in the complex plane. Thus the present results are, broadly speaking, generalizations of the preceding ones. Finally, we consider the case N-n -M+2, LN-i9^0. We may assume A>1, since if N=l, Piz) is the unique polynomial of degree en belonging to A, and therefore Piz) is the unique («, A, S) infrapolynomial, which proves the assertion of (c).
Let A* denote the set of all polynomials of degree N-1 with leading coefficient 1. For every polynomial Aiz) of degree =ra belonging to A, let ^4*(z) generically denote the element of A* satisfying only HA*(z) is of the form J*ml \,(g(*)/i*-t>)) i^ = 0, Ztli X,= l).
From this, the desired result readily follows. It may be noted that since Aoiz) =0 throughout S, we may set Aoiz)=Poiz)giz)
where Po(z) is a polynomial. In case (c), its degree is gM-A+1. Also, since Po(z) is of degree » -A+l, and its leading coefficient is -LN-x, we have [1922] (s« -r)Po(zo) = -l^iízo -nn~N+i (f £ C2).
Similarly, the right-hand side of (4) can be represented in the form -LN^iizo-z')n-N+2 with z'£Ci. Thus (zo -r)n-"+2 = (Zo -z')»-"+2.
Since Ci and C2 are disjoint, f'^ z', and therefore 
-ri + r2
This completes the proof.
6. If we modify Theorem 2 by assuming that (i) G is \z -Ci\ Sïri (and C2 is as before), or by assuming that (ii) C2 is | z -c2\ =r2 (and G is as in the theorem) then we may similarly conclude (cf. loe. cit., Lemma (17, 2b)) that every zero z0 of an («, A, S) infrapolynomial which does not belong to C2 satisfies 7. In the special case of Theorem 2 in which k = 2, mi = m2 = 0, Ln-it^O, Po(z) must be of the first degree, say, Poiz)= -LN-iiz -a), and (4) may be written as
Thus z0(zi+Z2-a -f) = 2iz2 -af. From the fact that G and G are disjoint, one easily infers that the coefficient of z0 in the last equality is not zero. Hence 9. We shall now suppose that 5 and T are symmetric in the x-axis. Theorem 4. Let the hypotheses (preceding (a)) of Theorem 3 hold, and suppose both S and T are symmetric in the x-axis, T has no point on the y-axis, and S lies in Re(z) >0. Suppose that A(z) is a real polynomial, that by^O whenever Re(z") <0 and bp^0 whenever Re(zK)>0, and that bi = b¡ whenever z¿ = z¡. Then if z0 is nonreal, there exists (at least one) nonreal point !; of 5W T such that z<¡ lies on or within the circle tangent to the line 01-at £ and to 0| at £. Theorem 4 and further results can be proved by the methods of
